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1. Introduction

2. Which Energy: Radiative Corrections vs. Born
Amplitudes

Very high Q2 is essential only where QCD enters
first as a radiative correction to what is basically
a QED (or other non-QCD) process. For example, both

scaling violation in ep inelastic scattering, and
gluon jets in ee annihilation are due to gluonic
corrections to a QED reaction. In such cases, the QCD
corrections must compete with uncalculable non-pertur
bative corrections to the basic QED process. Since the
QCD corrections are of order a s (Q)/1T,,10-20%, the non
perturbative effects somehow must be suppressed to
~ 1-2% before even modest accuracy is attainable for
A (i. e. '\, ±50%). This is accomplished by going to very
high energies - e. g. Q22: 100 GeV2 for ep where non- 2
perturbative ("higher-twist") corrections fall as 1/Q ;
and s 2: 104 GeV2 for e~+ jets where non-perturbative
corrections fall as l/IS. The alternative to employing
such high energies is to attempt to correct for higher
twist, hadronization, or other non-perturbative effects
by using empirical models fit to the data. This is
obviously a tricky business.

3. Which Process?

The situation is much better for processes such
as the inclusive decays of the T or ~b' For these,
the leading order ("Born") amplitude is due to QCD 
e. g. r (T) '" a~ (1'1') (1 + ••• ) • Thus even though Q2 is
low and non-perturbative corrections may be of order
10-20%, a reasonably accurate measurement of as (and
A) is possible.

• for a model independent extraction of A, it is
critical that the entire x region be measured for
at least some range of Q2 (preferably::: 100 GeV2).
Current data tendS to be deficient at very small x
and very large x. Determinations of A rely upon
assumptions for the functional dependence on x of
the structure functions which extrapolate the data
into these regions. The procedure is obviously
not fool-proof.

• the scaling violation in F~P (or FlP) is determined
in QCD by three coupled equations involving three
separate structure fu~ctions - F~S, F2 an~ G;
Given just F~P at ~ gl~en Q2 (an~ all.x) lt l~
impossi~le to predlct lts evolutlon wlth varylng
Q2. Analysis of existing data again relies upon
assumptions for the functional dependence on x of
F~S, F~ and G. The results seem to be highly model

Several processes have been proposed for measuring
as' Some of the more important are reviewed here, with
emphasis on the theoretical and experimental problems
yet to be resolved for each.

Considerable data exists for the scaling violations
in deep-inelastic scattering structure functions.
There are scaling violations proportional to as(Q), and
these can be used to determine A. However, the quanti
tative analysis of existing data has been complicated
by several factors:

a) ep, vp, ... Inelastic Scattering

• perturbative scaling violations are small
('\, as /1T '\, 20%) and must compete with uncal cuI able
higher twist corrections of order 1/Q2. These
higher twist corrections probably can be neglected
for Q2 ~ 100 GeV2. Unfortunately, the bulk of the
data is for lower Q2.
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Thus a 50% determination of A requires that as
measured to within ±ll% at Q2 = 100 GeV2, while
accuracy of ±6l>% is required at Q2 = 104 GeV2.
together, these two effects suggest that it is
roughly twice as hard to determine A at ZO energies
than it is at T energies [i.e. (as(102)/as(104))2'\,2].

Given a specific definition of the effective coupling
(i. e. given a "scheme"; for convenience, MS is adopted
here), A is a fundamental constant of nature. Current
data suggests .AMS '\, 0.15 GeV, but with an uncertainty
of at least ±100%. This value of AMS is used for all
the estimates that follOW. It should be remembered
that scaling violations, cross sections, etc. are 2
related to A only through their dependence on as(Q ).
So even a rather crude determination of AMS , say ±50%
leads to rather accurate predictions for the quantit
ies being measured ('\, ±10% when Q2'\, 100 GeV2 and less
for higher Q2).

Beyond some point, higher energies become less and
less useful for measuring A. This is true for two
reasons. First the effect of being measured becomes
smaller due to asymptotic freedom (i. e. as (Q2) + 0 as
Q2 +00). For example, an effect proportional to as (Q2)
is about 50% larger at Q2 = 100 GeV (i. e. T energies)
than it is at Q2 = 104 GeV2 (i.e. Zo energies). Sec
ondly, greater precision is required at higher Q2.
This is because a fixed uncertainty in A (of idA) can
be achieved only by increasing the relative accuracy
with which as is measured as Q2 increases:

A comparison of two or more measurements of the
strong coupling constant as would provide one of the
most stringent tests of quantum chromodynamics.
Agreement would be indirect but convincing verifi
cation of all of the components of the perturbation
theory used in computing the measured affects - i.e.
the quark and gluon spins, the gluon-gluon and gluon
quark couplings, asymptotic freedom, etc. Although
there is already much qualitative evidence for QCD,
definitive quantitative tests of the theory have so
far proven elusive. This note briefly outlines the
current status of such quantitative studies l , and the
prospects for the near future.

Since the effective coupling as (Q2) varies with
the Q2 of the process under study, it is convenient
to focus upon the QCD scale parameter A, defined by
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dependent, with uncertainties in A ranging from
100-400%3. It should also be remembered that
theoretical predictions become unreliable at
small x (say x S 0.1), which is just where the
scaling violations are largest. These problems
are not solved by going to higher Q2. They can
be avoided by measuring F~p-F~n (or F~P),.whose
evolution is determined by a single equatIon.

the separation of struc~ur? function~ F~ and F2
from the data is very dIffIcult. ThIS IS
reflected by the ambiguous situati~n regarding
the comparison of theory and experIment for
R = aL/aT.

Hany of these issues cannot be re:olved :imply
by going to higher Q2. From a theoretIcal pOInt of
view, the most desirable measurements would be of 2
F~p-F~n Cor F~) for some large range of ~2 <: 100 GeV
and including the full x range for some Q. The
scaling violations amount to 'V lS-20% over a range
Q2= 100-4000 GeV2, suggesting that 1-2% accurate
measurements of F~p-F~n would be necessary: QED .
radiative corrections, and threshold and hIgher tWIst
corrections due to heavy quarks must also be under
stood to the 1% level.

b) ee+Jets

Thrust distributions, energy correlations, etc.
determine as from data for ee+ jets by measuring .
deviations from the basic QED process e"lr+ q-q- (+ 2 Jets).
Currently, QCD predictions can be compared with data
only after rather subs tantial corrections ('V 1/ lS)
have been made for the non-perturbative interactions
which change ~uarks and.gluons into hadr~ns, i.e. for
hadronization. Even WIth these correctIons, the sys
tematic uncertainty in the measured value of as has
been estimated to be as large as 30-S0% at PETRA
energiesS. Extrapolated to ZO energies (like l/lS),
such uncertainties could lead to 100-200% errors in
the measured A. Further experimental and theoretical
studies of hadronization may improve this situation.
Especially important is the inclusion of l/pt power
law tails in fragmentation functions; these are
predicted by QCD and are analogous to higher twist
corrections in ep scattering. Also important is the
search for quantities which have minimal sensitivity
to the assumptions concerning hadronization (e.g.
asymmetries in energy correlations?)

c) ee+Hadrons (Inclusive)

The QCD corrections to R= a (e-e- + hadrons) /
a(ee + flU) is about 8% at s = 100 GeV2 • At this energy,
non-perturbative corrections are probably of order
l/s'V 1%. Thus a 1% measurement of R could determine
A to wi thin 'V ±SO%. Current measurements of R at 6PETRA and PEP quote systematic errors of 'V 3-6%.

High precision measurements of these quantit~es are
unneeded' 10-ZO% is adequate. Non-perturbatlve
correcti~ns are far less important here, especially
for the T «<vZ/cZ>'V8% for T and '024% for \jJ).
Furthermore -the nature of these corrections is much
better understood here than in ee+ jets or ep scatter
ing, since we have a very complete theory of the
internal structure of the heavy quark mesons. Current
measurements of B0bCT) = 0.031(S) already would deter
mine A to ±30-S0%, except that QCD perturbation theory
is not very convergent for this process - i.e .
~fl ex ex; (1 - 14 ex /Tf + ?). [Perturbation theory ~eems
to converge quite well for all other processes dIS
cussed in this note]. This theoretical problem may be
resolved some day. Another quantity of interest is the
nb-T splitting which is predicted in perturbation
theory. However, the relevant QZ for this calculation
is the typical internal momentum of the heavy quark
Le. Q2 'V1-2 GeV2 - and this may be a little low.£or a
reliable application of perturbation theory. ThIS
problem is even worse for the hadronic decay rate of
p-wave states.

e) Other Processes

*The photon structure function (ee + eeyy + ee+hadrons)
is quite sensitive to A at large x and Q2. Current 2
data (PETRA/PEP) involves only rather low Q2 ($S GeV ),
making the interpretation difficult. Hadron-hadron
scattering, producing large-pl particles, also measures
ex. However, high precision measurements are very
difficult due to uncertainties in the many structure
and fragmentation functions conVOluted with the basic
QCD subprocess (not to mention chronic problems with
higher twist, etc.). Analogous problems plague the
interpretation of large Pl exclusive processes although
many of the uncertainties can cancel if ratios are
considerable - e.g. FTf(Q)/IFTfy(Q~[2 cr as(Q) where ~Tf
is measured in ee + Tf+Tf- and Frry In e-e- + TfOY (very hIgh
luminosi ty in the region Q2> 10 GeV2 would be
necessary) . -

4. Conclusions

It is clearly desirable to have several completely
different determinations of the QCD scale parameter A.
While work will continue on scaling violations and
jet analyses, a concerted effort, both theoretical and
experimental, is necessary in the study of quarkonium
properties, R(e+e-), and other 'low' energy measure
ments of as' The theoretical basis for these latter
processes is as sound or more so as the basis for the
more conventional processes. Detailed studies of the
perturbation theory at widely separated energies will
provide important information on the Q2 variation of
the effective coupling, and they will compliment the
results just now starting to come from Monte Carlo
studies (on a lattice) of the very low energy
structure of the theory.

d) ee+\jJ, T, .. , Acknowledgements
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A number of hadronic or semi-hadronic decay rates
and branching ratios of the \jJ, T, ... are sensitive
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The opInIons expressed here are largely my own.
However, they were brought into sharper focus by many
discussions with members of the QCD subgroup at the
Workshop, and especiallY with M. Tannenbaum,
J. Friedman, M. Tuts and L. Brown.
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Introduction

Another distinctive feature of QCD is that the
coupling constant as changes with the momentum
transfer, Q2. of the reaction. with a scale parameter
A. In a model with four flavors:

(1)
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FIGURE 1

The scattering cross sections for the constituent
subprocesses are given by the formula:

na2 (Q2) *
~ - s2 x Y(cos e )

s

- the value of the coupling constant as
- the shape of the QCD potential and "onia" spec-

troscopy in analogy to atomic spectroscopy and
tests of Coulomb's law at large distances.
(One might try to imagine the QCD analogue of
g-2 and the Lamb shift.)

- tests of confinement: i.e., can you break up a
proton into 3 quarks?

These topics are covered by Peter LePage in the static
properties group. In this report, dynamic and short
distance tests of QCD will be discussed. primarily via
reactions with large transverse momenta.

This report is an introduction and overview of
the subject. to seTve as a framework for other reports
from the subgroup. In the last two sections, the
author has taken the opportunity to discuss his own
ideas and opinions. Other people who contributed to
the QCD dynamics subgroup were:

a. ep - Structure Functions:

J. Friedman, W. Lee, T. O'Halloran,
G. Tzanakos, D.H. White

QCD to an experimentalist is the theory of inter
actions of quarks and gluons. Experimentalists like
QCD because QCD is analogous to QED. Thus. following
Drell and others1 who have for many years studied the
validity of QED. one has a ready-made menu for tests
of QCD. There are the static and long distance tests
such as:

b. ep. e+e- - Jets in Final States

M. Derrick. J. Friedman. H. Sticker

c. e+e- - QCD Tests in Resonance Decays

where s. t. and u are the Mandelstam variables of the
subprocess; s = the total constituent c.m. energy
squared; t = the invariant four-momentum-squared of
the scattering, and s + t + u = Q. It is worthwhile
to recall that in t:rms of the constituent subprocess
scattering angle, e :

u = -s

M. Tuts, H. Vogel

d. Exclusive Reactions

G. Bunce

t
(l - cos e*)

-s 2

(l + ~os e*)
(2)

e. Hadron-Hadron and the constituent transverse momentum is

R.L. Cool. R. Odorico, H. Sticker.
M.J. Tannenbaum

P _ Li...s-,,-s1i-i n"-,,,-e*_
T -- 2

and

The basic equations for the elementary QCD con
stituent subprocesses have been given by Cutler &
Sivers2 and by Combridge. Kripfganz & Ranft. 3 These
are what I call "pure" QCD processes, only involving
quarks and gluons, and are shown in Figure 1. Most of
these processes follow directly from analogy with QED
and one can recognize Moller, Bhabha and Compton scat
tering. However, the distinctive feature of QCD com
pared to QED is that gluons carry color charge whereas
photons do not carry electric charge. This is illus
trated by the diagrams in the dashed box which involve
the gluon self coupling and have no analogy in QED.

• Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Dept. of Energy.

For 90° scattering

2 PT = is

u = t = -2 PT2.

The angular factors y. (cos e*) are given in Table 13
for the pure QGO processes of Figure 1.

One of the conceptual difficulties in dealing
with QCD compared to QED is that experiments can not
be performed directly on quarks and gluons. Thus a
"standard" methodology has developed as illustrated
for proton-proton collisions. The protons consist of
3 valence quarks and gluons which can scatter as con
stituents but can never emerge as free particles (pre
sumably) because of a conservation law. The scattered
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